
Technical Product Analyst Intern- JD

Internship Duration : 6 Months

Who can apply?

Are you interested to be part of a team building technology that impacts millions of people

everyday? Are you concerned that you are not a computer-geek to do the above? Don’t worry.

Here is an opportunity to learn, create and grow in this journey. Are you ready for the

challenge?

About the Role

The Technical Product Analyst will be involved in key work areas such as:

1. API Integration and Testing: Integrating new APIs by understanding technical

specification docs & communicating with the stakeholders, Automated Testing,

regression testing, white box testing the database entries

2. Front End Development: Creating a working UI for Mobile apps

3. Manual Testing: UI/UX and Functional usability testing

4. Integration Support: Tech support by communicating with different stakeholders

5. Payment Operations Support: Post production monitoring, customer research,

debugging with PGs/Banks

6. Data Analysis: Monitoring Payment conversion funnels, performing Root Cause Analysis

and proposing solutions to improve transaction success rates

7. Get hands-on in coding and proposing product improvement suggestions You would be an

extension of Product Operations Team where you will be doing Product Customization, Service

Integration, Analytics, Quality Assurance and Customer Management all at the same time.

Many of these tasks will involve coding using Purescript/Haskell.

Preferred Qualities

1. Discipline

2. Persistent problem solver, get it done attitude

3. Ownership of Product delivery

4. Attention to detail

5. Willingness and curiosity to learn



6. Technology Understanding
7. Interested in hands on coding/design

8. Ambition to maximize your value creation, by finding opportunities, working hard. We

have a high bar. We are willing to provide a lot of guidance and support for a seeker who

wants to work hard and excel.

Perks:

Certificate, Job offer (On successful conversion to a permanent employee, the candidate can

expect a salary of Rs. 10 Lakhs/annum), Flexible work hours, Informal dress code, 5 days a

week, Free food, snacks & beverages.

About the company:

JUSPAY is a Payments Exchange connecting merchants, payment providers and banks. With a

deep focus on delivering seamless payments UX at scale, we are trusted partners for all major
internet companies in India. After surpassing 200M SDK installs, building systems handling
the highest payments traffic in India of 2000 TPS, we are now making the next stride to power
end to end payments for India.

99.999% Availability | 7.5Mn+ Txns/day | 1-Click Experience


